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GSS elections run\smoothly despite three ties
Ballot counting noonday might.
by Linda McGivern
Staff Writer
The votes have been cast for General
Student Senate members in what was
Bicyclist
injured
by Christina Baldwin
Staff Writer
A university student is in good
condition at Eastern Maine
Medical Center after his bicycle
collided with a university trades
van Thursday afternoon.
James P. White, 20, of 151 Park
St., Orono was exiting the Hauck
"Circle on the Belgrade Road when
he collided with the blue van, ac-
cording to Sgt. Michael Zubik of
the UMaine Police Department.
He said Orin D. Fogg, an elec-
trician II in the Electric Shop was
heading westerly on Belgrade Road
preparing to turn into Sebago
Road.
White and Fogg collided at the
intersection of the two roads at
2:02 p.m.
Kent Kramer, who witnessed the
event said White was moving
quickly down the hill.
"It seemed like he 'may have
tried to put his breaks on like he
knew he was going to collide,"
Kramer said.
He said White's bike collided
with the radiator section of the
van. He added that White was
thrown from the bike about 10
feet.
-Zubik said White had multiple
lacerations and abrasions of the
head. He added White had a deep
laceration above his left eye.
Zubik said the accident was still
'under investigation. -
(Gustafson plow)
called a "very well-run election."
Chris Boothby, GSS president, said,
"The elections went extremely well. They
were fair elections run by capable peo-
ple."
In three of the residential areas, York
Village, Hancock Hall, and Oxford Hall,'
there was a tie for the respective senate
seat.
"Hopefully one of the two will con-
cede the seat to the other," Boothby
said.
If this does not occur, there will be a
run-off election held for these seats Tues-
day, Sept. 30 from 4-6 p.m, in each of
the complexes where a tie took place.
The results of the election are as
follows: York Complex: Aroostook Hall,
Wendy Gulliver; Kennebec Hall, Charles
Reeves; York Hall, Mike Breton and
Mark Livingston; York Village, (tie) Bob
Bisenti and Jim Carlin.
Stewart Complex: Gannett Hall, Russ
Harvey and Frank Doherty;
Cumberland Hall, Matthew Thomas
and Tim Plummer; Androscoggin Hall,
Tania Chadbourne and Ellen
Cowpert hwaite.
Wells Complex: Hart Hall, Brad
Grant; Dunn Hall, Steven Bennett; Han-
nibal Hamlin/Oak halls, Tami Tivarog;
Hancock Hall, Tim Pease (first seat), tie
for second seat—Donna Houston, Rick
Grondin; Corbett Hall, John Gallant,
Stodder Complex: Balentine Hall,
Dorothea Betts; Stockier Hall, Sheri
Crowley; Penobscot Hall, Carl Robbins.
Hilltop Complex: Somerset Hall,
Mark Tuson and Terrence McGreger;
Knox Hall, Tamara Davis and Gary
Bresmahan.
There was a five-way tie in Oxford
Hall for two senate seats; Steve Smith,
Ron Troie, Mike Emery, Bill Fletcher and
Karen Doughty.
Boothby said tabulations for off-
campus and fraternity elections will not
be available until Monday because of the
processing time involved in absentee
voting.
"We want to check to make sure
(students who cast absentee ballots) are
living off campus," he said. "Then we
make sure we get the correct votes."
Boothby said a student, in casting an
absentee ballot, votes and encloses this
vote in an envelope. The first envelope
is placed in a second envelope with the
voter's name and constituency on the
outside.
After checking the name against a
Registrar's list, to make sure it is a valid
off-campus name, all the inside ballots
are removed from the envelopes with the
names on them, and subsequently
scrambled.
"That way we can't tell who voted for
who," Boothby said. He said voter
turnout was "very light. " Stodder
Complex registered the highest turnout.
Much of the credit for the smooth
elections goes to Eric Goodness and
Carolyn Geddes of the Fair Election
Practice Committee, Boothby said.
"They did a super job."
Alfond ground-breaking attracts officials
by Christopher Flames
Staff Writer
The expansion of one of UMaine's
most recognized facilities, Alfond Arena,
will officially begin with a ground-
breaking ceremony today at 3 p.m.
The $384,000 addition will include a
locker room for visiting teams, a weight
room and a video room for the UMaine
hockey team, and a multi-purpose room
For pre- and post-game athletic
functions.
Funding for the 4,360 square-foot pro-
ject was primarily through private dona-
tions, with the exception of a $25,000
grant from the university president's
distretionary fund.
According to UMaine President Dale
W. Lick, "This will be an exciting addi-
tion to an already dynamic hockey pro-
gram. It comes just at the right time, as
we move forward to a new level of
play."
Shawn Walsh, head coach of the
Black Bear hockey team, "This facility
will be a great benefit, and serve a
number of purposes for the entire
University community."
Walsh added, "The all-purpose room
will be an area where we will be able to
entertain the backbone of Maine
athletics — its tremendous supporters.
The locker room facilities will help en-
sure that Alfond maintains its place
among the elite college hockey arenas in
the country."
The construction of the new addition
is scheduled for completion in early
March, 1987. No ditruption to the nor-
mal operations of the arena is tat_Rectetj
Among those taking part in 'odes
ceremonies are Harold Alfond, chair-
man of the board of Dexter Shoe Co.
and the project's major contributor,
Coach Walsh, and the UMaine hockey
team.
Dignitaries expected to attend this
afternoon include, UMaine, Chancellor
Robert Woodbury, Dr. Lick, Gov.
Joseph E. Brennan. State Rep. Stephen
(Gustafson plata)
Bost, State Rep. John Bott, Sen. William
Cohen, Rep. John NicKernan, Sen.
George Mitchell. and Rep. Olympia
Snowe.
Also on hand will be Vice President
for Student and Administrative Affairs
Thomas Aceto, Asst. V.P. Alden Stuart,
Director of Facilities Management
Thomas Cole, and Associate Director of
Engineering Services David Trefethen.
2 The Dads Maine Campus. Friday September 26.1986.
New UMaine system presidents voice expectations
by Jennifer Girr
Staff Writer
As of Sept. 1 three new presidents will
have joined the seven-college UMaine
System.
The appointments include UMaine's
Dr. Dale W. Lick, Dr. Barbara Leondar
at University of Maine at Fort Kent and
Dr. James R. Roach at University of
Maine at Presque Isle.
Leondar received her B.A. in 1947
from New York University and Master's
degree frOm California State University
in 1964.
In 1968, she received her Ph.D in
English and Education at Harvard
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University Graduate School of
Education.
"I came to Fort Kent because it had
all of the special features I was looking
for," Leondar said.
"Itis a small campus with a great
scholarly tradition. I was particularly'
impressed with the intellectual environ-
ment up here." ,
UMPI President-James Roach earned
his B.S. at Boston College and his Ph.D
at Boston University.
"I think it is wonderful to have a new.
.mix of ideas to add to the system. Roach
said.
"Things are going very nicely and
there's a real sense of excitiment about
having four new presidents in the
system."
Harlan Philippi, former UM interim
chancellor, is expected to be chosen as
interim president Monday for the posi-
tion of USM president.
Fans get
sports bus
by Mark Kellis
Starr Writer
UMaine football fans now have the
opportunity to see the Bears in action at
away games.
Buses for fans are scheduled to depart
to the home turf of four of UMaine's op-
ponents over the next two months, said
William T. Lucy. associate dean of stu-
dent activities.
Lucy said the student activities-
sponsored bus for last night's Boston
University game, however, had to be
cancelled because of low ridership.
Lucy said a 47-passenger highway
coach from Cyr Bus Lines had been
ordered for the BU game. The price of
renting the coach is $850, said Tom St.
Louis of Cyr Bus Lines. The bus was to
be self-supporting, with students paying
$20 each, said Lucy.
To fill the gap left by the cancellation.
Jeff Harris, resident director of Somerset
Hall, arranged a 22-passenger bus
through Cyr Bus Lines.
(see BUS page 3)
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• Bus
The full bus left at I p.m. Thursday
and was expected back early this
morning.
For $20, students were given transpor-
tation and admission to the game, said
Harris.
The cost of the bus rental was 1625,
said St. Louis.
Chris Boothby, vice president of the
General Student Senate, said money was
appropriated from the student govern-
ment president's discretionary fund to
help cover the cost of the bus.
All of us are very excited about the
possibility of winning the Yankee Con-
ference, so we thought the bus would be
an excellent place on which to spend our
money," said Boothby.
"This is one of things that college is
all about. When the students look back
at college, this trip will be one of the
things that they'll remember, " said
Harris.
Harris said that he might arrange a
bus for future away games, if the student
activities buses don't succeed.
"We might try it again, but I'm hop-
ing student activities will pick it up
again," he said.
Time constraints have a lot to with
whether or not the bus runs again, Har-
ris said. "I work 20 hours a week at Stu-
dent Services, in addition to being a resi-
dent director and a graduate student."
Lucy said 40 to 45 students are need-
ed to make the buses run.
"If we get the people, we'll definitely
run the buses. We're willing to try one
to all away games," said Lucy.
(continued from page 2)
Lucy said buses have been scheduled
for the University of Massachusetts at
Old Orchard Beach on Oct. 18, Connec-
ticut University on Oct. 25, and the
University of New Hampshire on Nov. 8.
The bus for the Connecticut Univer-
sity contest on Sept. 25 has been cancell-
ed, but Lucy said the bus would be resur-
rected if there were interest.
For information about the buses, con-
tact the student activities office in the
Memorial Union.
Brooks is first of distinguished speakers
by Christopher Harnes
Staff Writer
The Distinguished Lecture Series at
UMaine will kick off this semester on
Oct. 14.
Pulitzer prize-winning author Gwen-
dolyn Brooks will be the first of four
speakers scheduled to appear this year,
according to Professor of Theatre Nor-
man Wilkinson, co-chairman of the
DLS. Brooks is a poetry consultant at
the Library of Congress and a popular
writer of poetry, fiction, and childrens'
books.
Also tentatively booked for this year
are Simon Wiesenthal, the Nazi hunter
on Nov. 4; anthropologist Richard
Leakey on Feb. 22; and Jane Goodall,
author of "The Chimpanzees of
Gombe", who spent 26 years doing
wildlife research in Tanzania, on Apr. 2.
The DLS should not be confused with
the Guest Lecture Series, which is a
board of the UMaine Student Govern-
ment. The DLS is a six-member faculty
board with its own separate mission.
Wilkinson said that the approach
taken by the DLS in bringing in a lec-
turer differs from that taken by the GLS.
According to Wilkinson, the GLS tends
to opt for the "more popular
speakers."
Patrick Hall, a board member on the
Book Annex busy this
semester, may expand
by. Kevin Sjoberg
Staff Writer
The University of Maine Textbook
Annex has made it through the semi-
annual student book buying barrage
once again.
"It was very busy once again," said
assistant manager Sharon Cole. "We
thought that since the freshmen were
here early for orientation, that we
wouldn't be as busy during the first week
of classes, but this wasn't the case."
Freshmen arrived at the university for
orientation on Friday, and many pur-
chased books on that weekend before
upperclassmen arrived.
The rush for books started on the
Saturday before classes and continued
for the next couple of weeks.
Cole said that the first Wednesday of
classes was the busiest day she had seen
in years.
"At one o'clock, we had to lock all the
doors and only let 30 students enter at
a time," said Cole. "It just got to the
point where people couldn't get to the
books they wanted because of the lines
blocking the aisles."
Cole said that although separate
checkouts were provided for those with
cash and those with charge cards, there
were still long lines.
"Most students write out checks, and
this seems to take the most time," she
added.
Wadleigh's Store
750 Stillwater Ave. 827-5504
Megabucks • Movies
Cold Wine•Beer•Kegs
Open at 6 a.m. daily
Open 'til 11 p.m. weekdays
Fri. & Sat. 'til 12 a.m.
Sun. 'til 10 p.m.
Lois Holmes, a clerk at the textbook
annex for six years, said though the
crowds seemed to be smaller than usual
this fall, it was still very busy.
"Things went well, it helped with the
freshmen coming in the weekend
before," said Hoimes. "But we've
definitely stayed busy longer, at the start
of the semester we stayed open 14
straight days. It's made it tough.
"A number of students are still com-
ing in, some books are just coming in
that were ordered last semester."
Cole said that a newly proposed
bookstore addition will solve some of
the problems of cramped quarters in the
annex.
"If the proposal is accepted by the
board of trustees, we hope to break
ground in the spring and hopefully it will
be available by the following spring
119881," said Cole. "It would be a nice
move."
student-run Guest Lecture Series, con-
curred with Wilkinson.
"Our main focus is to bring in those
speakers who would appeal to the stu-
dent body," said Hall.
Hall said that since funding for the
GLS comes directly from the student ac-
tivity fee, the GLS feels "a responsibilty
to all the students."
The DLS follows a different ap-
proach, designed to "appeal to
everybody", not only UMaine students.
"We try to touch as many different peo-
ple as possible," said Wilkinson.
The DLS board also tries to vary the
subject matter of its guest lecturers "as
much as possible," said Wilkinson.
"For.example, one would not see three
consecutive political science lecturers"
sponsored by the DLS, he said. The
series attempts to be more versatile in its
programming.
This semester's calendar includes per-
sonalities ranging from a poet to a Nazi
hunter
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Scholarship banks draw praise and skepticism
by Linda McGivern
Staff Writer
A person withdraws money from a
bank and blood from a blood bank.
Now, students withdraw scholarships
from a scholarship bank.
Well, maybe it is not that easy, but
Steve Danz, director of the Scholarship
Bank in Los Angeles, makes it sound
simple, especially at a time when signifi-
cant government aid is hard to come by.
• According to Danz, there is more than
$500 million in private financial aid that
often goes unused. It costs a student $49
to receive the print-out of potential aid
sources. There is, however, a $36
"economy" rate in which a student
receives a list of 20 or more sources in-
stead of the normal 65.
The Scholarship Bank has com-
puterized this information and sends
each applicant a print-out of potential
financial aid sources. Students receive
print-outs with about 65 sources of
scholarships they qualify for based on
their answers to a questionnaire, Danz
said. Major occupational goals,
geographical preferences, special skills,
and hobbies are just a few of the more
than 30 questions on this questionnaire.
The Scholarship Bank, in operation
for eight years, receives about 100,000
applications a year from students
wishing to supplement their current
financial aid packages. 4
"We try to supplement what financial
aid offices do," said Danz. "We get
approximately half of our applicants
from financial aid offices and the other
half from referrals and news articles. "
He said the average scholarship a stu-
dent would receive from private sources
which are listed is between $1,200-S1,500.
The Scholarship Bank does not list
sources which would provide less than
$1,000.
The majority of students, Danz said,
request about 14 of the 65 applications
they receive from the bank.
The bank receives more than 1,000 ap-
plications a day from all over the coun-
try. It also updates its computer daily.
"There is no geographical preference
(for application requests)," said Danz.
Private aid sources do not stress finan-
cial need as heavily as federal and statets
governments do, he said.,
Companies consider interest in an
academic major, and academic strength
before considering financial need. Burt
Batty, director of student aid said
students should be very cautious when
requesting services of scholarship banks.
He said the information provided by the
banks has fees ranging from 520-5.50
when found at a local library.
Often school financial aid offices of-
fer such information free of charge.
SUNDAY EVENING WORSHIP
6:30 p.m., The Wilson Center
in the folk tradition
Joan Wellhauser. guitar Tom Chittick, chaplain
The Protestant Church On Campus
AVOID
SIONUP SLIPUP
Next Tuesday, September 30, is the last day to
signup for the optional health fee for services at the
Student Health Center, and for the student health in-
surance plan. The health fee is $80 for the school
year and is available to all UM students. There is also
a health fee plan for student spouses and dependents
18 and older this year. Call the Health Center 581-4000
for information. To sign up for these programs, go to
the Business Office in Alumni Hall before the end of
the month. Remember - the health fee offers a Bunch
of Benefits.
High school students are more likely
to apply to scholarship banks for aid
because they are not acquainted with
university financial aid offices.
"I can't say (scholarship banks)
help." said Batty. " I do not refer
students to them." He said he cannot
endorse a company that provides the
kind of services scholarship banks do.
"Your chances might be better than
the state lottery, but just be cautious
when you do it," he said.
Nutrition expert Helen Guthrie
speaks at Neville Hall
by Jennifer Girr
Staff Writer
There is no vitamin nutritionists
have talked about that has not
become a supplement, said Helen
Guthrie, an internationally known
nutrition expert.
"People are out to make money
through the sale of these. 1982
figures show that $2.6 billion a
year is spent on supplements."
she said during a lecture Thursday
evening.
Guthrie, who has researched in-
fant nutrition in both the U.S. and
Philippines, said those in the field
of nutrition are reinforced by the
general public who are concerned
with their health.
"We have felt people were get-
ting mixed messages because it
(health) depends on who you are
talking to and what you're dealing
with," she said.
Fraudulent products such as
fiber energy bars and calorie con-
trol formulas have been "roaring
across the country" advertising
better overall health.
"These products are not unlike
Herbalife except these have a
distinguished group of advisors on
the board of the company," she
said.
Guthrie described the nutri-
tional requirements of the aging
and the difficulty in designing ade-
quate advice for them.
"You have to measure
chronological and physiological
age because what they can
physically do greatly influences
what they eat."
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World/U.S. News
House rushes budget to beat deadline
WASHINGTON (AP) — The House
moved Thursday toward approval of
$567 billion in spending authority for
federal agencies in the new budget year,
the largest sum ever crammed into a
single money bill.
Working under the threat of a veto by
President Reagan, members of the
House wrapped virtually every facet of
government spending for the new fiscal
year starting Oct. 1 into a single, giant
package.
The reason for this is that Congress,
with only a week to go before the cur-
rent year runs out, has failed to complete
action on any of 13 regular appropria-
tions bills needed for government
operations.
Without authority to spend their
allotments of funds, federal agencies
could be forced to close down next
Wednesday. Oct. 1, the first day of fiscal
1987.
But house passage of the bill would
only start a three-way struggle with the
Republican-led Senate and with Reagan,
who already has threatened to veto the
measure because he dislikes the priorities
established on military versus social
spending.
So far, only the spending total of $567
billion for the entire package had been
agreed upon, without accord on the
specifics.
Staying within the total, and reaching
the expected compromise on the compa-
nion deficit-reduction legislation already
passed by the House and Senate, would
help meet the Gramm-Rudman law's
red-ink limit of $154 billion.
Within the $567 billion total, the
measure known as the "continuing
resolution" sets spending and policy
priorities for domestic and military
New measures target terrorists
LONDON (AP) — The 12 Common
Market nations today ordered new joint
measures designed to "harry and
disrupt" terrorist groups, including a
plan to improve communications among
the countries' police forces.
The Western European nations also
vowed they would make no concessions
to terrorists.
Interior and justice ministers of the
Common Market met in an emergency
session requested by France, where a
10-day wave of terrorist bombings kill-
ed nine people and injured more than
160 earlier this month.
Middle Eastern terrorists seeking the
release of jailed compatriots in France
are believed responsible for the
bombings.
British Home Secretary Douglas Hurd
said at a news conference after the four-
hour meeting that terrorist groups had
become better organized and funded,
and had gained access to advanced
equipment and training.
He said the ministers decided on two
measures:
— To set up new arrangements for
reliu la r assessments of the terrorist threat
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and "target the major leaders and
organizers."
— To develop "speedy and secure"
communications between European
police forces.
"These new measures will help us to
target terrorist movements, supplies of
money and arms and equipment, so we
can harry and disrupt them." Hurd
said.
Hurd said the European Community
in coming months would study measures
to tighten visa procedures and improve
airport security.
programs-many of which the Reagan ad-
ministration says it can't accept.
Chief among the administration pro-
blems are issues affecting the Pentagon
and foreign affairs.
White House Budget Director James
C. Miller Ill said the least military spen-
ding the president could accept was the
$292 billion in the Senate's pending ver-
sion of the bill. The House bill only in-
cludes $285 billion.
The House has included five major
provisions it passed earlier in its defense
bill, which would:
— Freeze spending on "Star
Vs'ars"research.
— Continue a ban on final-stage tests
of anti-satellite weapons.
— Ban for one year, starting Jan. I,
almost all U.S. nuclear weapons tests, as
long as the Soviets continue to observe
their self-imposed test ban.
— Block production of chemical
weapons, which is scheduled to start in
fiscal 1987 for the first time since 1969.
— Require continued adherence to the
SALT 11 nuclear treaty by banning spen-
ding on any weapons which would put
the U.S. over the numerical sublimits of
various types of weapons in the treaty.
None of these five provisions is part
of the Senate's version of the bill, and
Reagan has threatened on several occa-
sions to veto any bill which contains the
House prohibitions.
UMaine Greek Week
Fall 1986
Schedule of Events
Mon Sept. 29 Guest Speaker Edward King
"Secret Thoughts on the Ritual"
7:30 pm with workshop following
Performing Arts Center
Tues Sept. 30 Greek Sing
7:00 pm "The Pit"
Wed Oct. 1 "Greek 500" Blood Drive
12 pm - 8 pm "The Pit"
Thurs Oct. 2 Greek Night
Featuring "Soundtrac"
9 pm - I am $s23.
00°° v.wlitholuetttelertstersOronoka
'Buses will be 'running
Fri Oct. 3 Decorate Car Float
Sat Oct. 4 Greek Car Parade
10:00 am Steam Plant parking lot
Greek Games -
1:00 pm Location to be announced
Greek Formal
Featuring "Karen Nason Band"
9 pm - I am
Bangor Civic Center
Tickets S5.00/couple
On sale in the Union Starting Sept. 22
BUS SCHEDULE
Bus 1 Bus 2
AST:150. Delt9a.°°1 a—u
Beta, TKE
Leave Union 
Both stopping at
Leave Civic Center 12:00 1:00
The Daily Maine Campus. Frida,. September 16, lc
Editorial
Unfair to charge fee
Being told what to do makes people sation. That is fine and dandy, but not all oft-resentful. _. campus students take a shower at the Field House.Being told what to pay—especially when
you are not going to use the product being sold—
makes people angry.
Demanding a student pay $15 to use recreational
facilities they will not use makes them livid.
It is a fact that some people never use the weight
room, swimming pool or participate in intramural
sports. Some people are not athletically inclined,
do not have the time or just don't want to use the
facilities.
Yet these slothful people are being charged for
services that will never be rendered.
An argument in favor of the fee was that in the
long run students end up paying less for all the
facilities available to them. -
Instead of paying $35 per year for racquetball
court time, students now pay $.15 for the use of the
court plus a lot more, if you follow that line of
logic. That is fine and dandy for the students who
use them, but what about the people who don't.
There is no great bargain here.
David Ames, assistant director of athletics and
recreational sports argued that off-campus students
were using the gym as a home away from home.
Students were taking showers there for free.
Ames said this fee was a way for the university
to get some of its money back and to make sure it
wouldn't be used in this fashion without compen-
Some of them have showers of their own.
Why must these students be punished because
°the of inconsiderate people who tried to welch off
the university?
Why not charge a shower fee for student l who
would like to shower at the gym?
Ames'added that by implementing the man-
datory recreation fee UMaine would be catching up
with other schools who have had this type of fee
for a long time. Does the university have to keep
up with fashion?
Some people would say if the fee is not man-
datory no one will pay it. This may be true but
does that justify making everyone pay even if they
do not use the facilities? No.
Is there a way to compromise? Apparently not
— at least not without the tiniversity losing money.
In the meantime, a few students are being taxed
without representation. But then no one said life
was fair.
CA/2t427147..-- C 616 let
"B(17—'18065' HE CA/D gE
USE THE PAC/LIT/E5."
Marc Larrivee
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Fasting for life
Charles Liteky is hungry. He has not
eaten in quite some time. Although his
hunger is not only for food to sustain his
body but for action to foster justice.
Charlie is on a "fast for life" for he
is revolted by what his country is doing.
He's demonstrating his sadness and
anger through this fast as he did when
he returned his Congressional Medal of
Honor. The medal he won for his ser-
vice as a chaplain in Vietnam. While
there he saved 20 lives under heavy fire.
Though now he takes a moral stand
because the country he once served
overseas in an "illegitimate and immoral
war" is now waging war upon the peo-
ple of Central America.
Having witnessed and expereinced the
pain and destruction of a peasant society
in Vietnam Charlie has decided to turn
his me into action.
ge Mizo, Vietnam veteran, par-
tici ad in many tours of duty between
the years of 1963 and 1970. But rather
than fight an unjust war,. he has decid-
ed to stand aidajlitde Charlie Liteky.
George also has not eaten a morsel of
food since the final day of August.
S. Brian Willson served in the US Air
Force between 1966 and 1970 and spent
some time in Vietnam. He has stated he
Will not participate to "save" Nicaragua
in the manner we "saved"
Vietnam. Willson began his fast on
Sept. IS. with the belief that his coun-
try is squandering its potential.
And finally Duncan Murphy,. who
served as an ambulance driver in World
War II from 1942 to 1945, has gone
without nourishment since Sept. IS, thus
placing himself in solidarity with the vic-
tims of our not so covert war.
These four men seek the American
people's condemnation of the Reagan
administration's military aims in
Nicaragua, El Salvador and Guatemala.
They have not specifically stated what
it will take for them to end their fast.
However they have said that congres-
sional action that would put an end to
funding of the contras.i— the_mercenary
gro,----m-im---Homiuras that tortures and
kills Nicaraguan peasants — might
facilitate them to eat.
They are not so naive to believe this
is forthcoming.
Most of all these men need a sign
from the silent majority of Americans •
that we support them and will begin to
protest Reagan's interventionist policy in
the region.
If you are interested in saving some
lives at home and abroad please do one
of the following:
I. Call the Fast for Life office in
Washington at (2021462-5907 and voice
your solidarity with Liteky and
company.
2. Visit with veterans at the Vietnam
Memorial in Augusta on the first
weekend of October.
3. Visit an encampment of vets and
supporters on the Boston Common this
weekend or inform friends in the Boston
area of the event, and urge them to at-
tend.
They need a sign that we care. They'
are starving to hear your voices.
Marc Larrivee is a jour-
na is miph losophy major from
Westport, MA.
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Response
Attention Readers
If you have something on your mind and would like
to express it for the benefit of others — please write
The Daily Maine Campus — no one will know about
it unless you do. We lust for reader response, whatever
your perspective
5TF_ALTI4 FIGHTER
_
8TEALTH BALANcED
BuDGET
wSTEALTH ARMS CoNTRoL
gruN .
6TEALTH 5ouTH AFRICA
PoLICY
Equal time?
To the editor:
With all the activities and
sporting games that happened
on parents weekend, the only
one the Maine Campus wrote
about was the football game (a
full page worth). Were there no
other sporting activities parents'
weekend? Oh, but on Tuesday,
the Field Hockey team did get
some recognition (I/3 page) and
women's tennis got a portion.
What ever happened at the soc-
cer eame? Were there other
games that happened which
may have been of interest?
Are the intramural activities
part of the university? Wouldn't
it be nice if the standings of the
softball game or waterpolo were
published?
When are we going to see
equal time for all sports? Or
when are we going to see other
(intramural) sports that hit
closer to our interests.
It's my job
To the editor:
This is in response to Jennifer
Girr's editorial in The Daily.
Maine Campus on Sept.25.
Where do you get off blam-
ing university leaders for
alcohol related problems and
crowded fraternity parties? How
about being objective before
you start laying blame?
I remember being young
(Gee, I'm only 20 years old).
There was -alcohol abuse at
social functions. The people
who needed alcohol to be social
were the ones who always seem-
ed to get tanked every Friday
and Saturday. These were also
the people who spent half the
night with their heads in a gar-
bage can or kneeling in front of
a bathroom stall. That's
socializing? I think not.
Residential Life did not make
the law raising the drinking age
to 21, nor did the UMPD. But,
that doesn't mean that they
aren't responsible for enforcing
the policy.
One group of people who en-
forcethese policies are students.
Have you ever heard of R.A:s?
They work for Residential Life.
Arnold D. Rich
Estabrooke Hall
And yes, of course, I am an
R.A..
I do enforce university (not to
mention Maine state laws)
policies, including alcohol.
would much rather deal with
someone who is still reasonably
in control of him/herself, than
with someone who is simply out
of it.
Do you know what alcohol
can do to the body? Have you
ever seen someone who has had
to have their stomach pumped,
before and after? Do you know
how uncomfortable it can be
dealing with that? I have, and
just between you and me, it real-
ly sucks.
If someone needs to have
alcohol to be social, then that
is the sign of a problem. But it
isn't Residential Lifes problem,
it's theirs. People can choose to
be responsible or irresponsible
about alcohol, but it's up to
them. Don't blame Residential
Life, or me. for that matter, if
something comes of it. I'm just
being responsible about my job.
Reader complains about students who complain
To the editor:
Year after year students seem
to find something to complain
about. Some complaints are the
same from year to year while
others are brand new. People
have to come up with new com-
plaints, it keeps their whining
mechanisms intact. I would like
to take a moment to address
some of these complaints.
First, parking. Never in four
years at the university have I
failed to find a parking. space.
I cannot believe that people are
still complaining about the Per-
forming Arts Center. Have you
been inside? Do you even know
what events are planned? I'll
gladly give up a few parking
spaces for what the Performing
Arts Center has brought to the
university. I realize that the
steam plant is an extra hundred
yards and it does tie up an ex-
tra five minutes so why don't
you plan an extra five minutes
to get to campus and quit
complaining.
Second, living on campus. It
is nice to think of getting rid of
the residential life staff and let-
ting everyone have a free-for-all
every evening. It would promote
failing classes, alcohol abuse
and pure destructon of the
buildings. Any building that has
300 people in it needs to have
some guidelines. A very mature
freshman who doesn't need
supervision couldn't get into the
building this past weekend so he
kicked the glass-and shattered it.
It's this type of behavior that
Res. Life has to deal with on a
daily basis that people are com-
plaining about. As far as living
in the halls goes, there is heat,
electricity and hot water. There
are maintenance people who
keep the halls clean and who are
glad to help you if you have a
problem with your room. There
are people who cook for you
and clean your dishes. And, let's
get back to the parking, did the
power ever go out and screw up
your alarm clock? You awaken
at ten minutes of eight and
panic. If you lived on campus,
you have a reasonably good
shot of making your class. You
may look like hell, but you can
make it. If you are off campus,
you might as well roll back over
and think about making your
nine o'clock. All in all, there are
a lot of positive aspects to liv-
ing on campus. Take advantage
of what you have and quit
complaining.
Third, the recreation fec. For
jocks ohly? That has to be the
single most stupid comment
that I've ever heard. Exercise is
good for the heart and lungs.
I've never met anyone who
wasn't physically disabled that
couldn't enjoy some sort of ex-
ercise. Swimming, ice skating,
jogging, getting involved with a
sports team, or lifting weights.
I suggest that you take the
Twinkle out of your mouth,
shut off the TY. and make your
body healthy. The Rec. Dept.
has opened multi-million dollar
facilities to every student for fif-
teen bucks. It doesn't sound like
all that bad a deal to me.
(Maybe you can quit smoking
David Roy
Dunn Hall
while you quit 'complaining).
Lastly, driving orrearripus. It
seems that when a person is
driving, all the pedestrians are
a bunch of jerks, and to the
pedestrians, that guy driving is
an idiot. Let's be a little more
patient with each other.
I think that is all the com-
plaining I have to do on
everyone else's complaining.
The main point I would like to
conclude with is that there are
several problems with the lack
of funding for certain depart-
ments, buildings that need
renovations, programs that are
being cancelled due to
mismanagement, or lack of
funding. Let's focus our atten-
liOTI to our biggest problem,
getting a strong education.
Tim Sorel
Penobscot
The Daily Maine Campus. Friciaj; September 26, 1966.
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Gene Loves Jezebel album
delivers serious message
A Review
By Kelley Bouchard
Staff Writer
Their faces stare out somberly from
the album cover, an indication of the
serious stuff inside — the message and
the music.
Discover, the debut domestic album
from Gene Loves Jezebel, is a fine
follow-up to their five-cut Desire extend-
ed play that received some air-play last
year.
The all-male band is made up of
vocalist Michael Ashton, "Guitar Baby"
James Stevenson, bassist Pete Rizzo,
"Drummer Boy" Marcus Gilvear and
guitarist/vocalist Jay.
As with a lot of newer bands, Gene
Loves Jezebel has learned to incorporate
a skilled use of technology with a solid
base of guitar.
This mixture prevents the boredom
familiar to the disco-era saccharin pop
and creates the interest in crisper guitar
sound.
"Heartache, " the first cut off
Discover, is a prime example of this suc-
cessful mix. Guitar tones are strong yet
held together by clever use of the
synthesizer.
Probably the most interesting creation
of Gene Loves Jezebel, "Deli Babies" is
on the advance-release EP of Discover,
but it is not on the album. You should
be confused as well as disappointed.
"Deli Babies" is a fantastic mix of
guitar and voice distorti _ad crystal-
clear strumming. The darkly erotic lyrics
are sm0000th: "I'll see you there, where
the dark clouds meet./ I'll meet you
there, where our hearts can be./ Won't
you tell me please, why I used to be free.•
Show me a road, just let me know..."
Several layers of guitar and voice are
included in "Over The Rooftops,"
resulting in a richly textured tune that
rests on a light harmony of rhythm
guitar.
"Sweetest Thing" is one of the
strongest tunes on the album, also mak-
ing use of several rich layers of sound,
including guitar, synth, bass, and voice.
"Kick" starts out sounding like the
sort of song sung by a group of kids on
a street corner (and not rap, mind you),
complete with "Do, do, do, do..."
A rapid bass beat carries "A White
Horse" with vocals held in lengthy, flow-
ing chords, while hesitating synth and in-
toxicating drums start up "Wait And
Set" and provide a home base for each
verse.
In "Desire," yodeled vocals sound
passionately distraught next to the spar-
tan, yet solid levying of a drum machine
beat. Yodeling is also used effectively to
accent lyrics on "Brand New Moon."
Flatly executed lyrics make "Beyond
Doubt" a dictum for fair love among
smoothly traced guitar. "Maid of Sker"
presents a fantasy experience in which
similarly delivered lyrics lend insanity to
the aura of the tune.
Discover Gene Loves Jezebel.
Rock still alive /at
Bangor Civic Center
By Kelley Bouchard
Staff Writer
BANGOR — Rock music has not
been abolished from the Bangor Civic
Center.
The recent cancelat ion of the Sept. II
Quiet Riot concert due to low ticket sales
indicates the rock artists people in nor-
thern Maine really want to see, according
to Joseph Pate, executive director of Bass
Park Corp.
"Evidently, they don't want to see
groups like Quiet Riot, " Pate said,
"they want to see acts like Cyndi Lauper
and Huey Lewis."
Pate said he hopes UMaine students
will want to see Southside Johnny and
the Jukes, scheduled to appear outdoors
on Oct. 10 at 7 p.m. during the Bass Park
"Fest" weekend.
Just as music videos have made it less
necessary for current popular groups to
undertake extensive tours for album pro-
motion, so too have they created a more
musically aware public, Pate said.
"But it's difficult to deliver a regular
fare of large rock acts," Pate said.
"It's disappointing to see an act can-
celled or see an act go somewhere
else."
The Quiet Riot concert, which sold a
total of 60 tickets, "would have been a
financial suicide mission" had the Civic
Center gone through with hosting the
heavy metal band, Pate said.
A number of factors weigh into mak-
ing the Civic Center a difficult place to
get major rock acts to play,. Pate said.
"It's at the end of the geographical
spectrum, and off any regular concert
tour route," Pate said.
The Civic Center was initially con-
structed 35 years ago to hold basketball
tournaments and only seats 6,000 to
7%000 people.
In an area of low population density
such as northern Maine, it is difficult to
guarantee ticket sales for every act pro-
moted at the Civic Center. Pate said.
"We don't like to dwell on the negative
attributes of the Civic Center. We try to
surmount them," Pate said. "We're
very unlikely to have major groups like
Bruce Springsteen, but we'd love to have
them."
Though the Bangor Civic Center is
small and farther from usual concert
tour routes than most arenas, "there are
artists who want to play Maine, and
they're big names, too," said Anne
O'Keefe, vice president of Larry Vaughn
Presents Inc.
Pate has been promoting the raceway
and grandstand area of Bass Park in an
effort to attract bigger acts, he said.
With a seating capacity of 10,000 to
15,000 people, the racetrack is ideal for
spring, summer and fall events, Pate
said.
When trying to schedule a date for
Billy Joel, the initial guarantee fee of
$85,000 would have left a nominal pro-
fit for the Civic Center, if any, Pate said.
1Horn photo)
Ampersand attracts
by Jeanette Brawn
Staff Writer
A new sound may be coming over
your radio soon, the new sound of
Ampersand.
Pete Davis, a UMaine student, is
artistic consultant to Ampersand, a
Washington D.C.-based band.
Ampersand has a newly cut I2-inch
single and a 7-inch single to be
distributed throughout the U.S. and
Europe, said Thomas Bennett Davis.
lyricist, musical composer, keyboard
player, and programmer _fox...
Ampersand.
The US. distribution label will be
with Pow Wow and the European
label will be with London Records,
said Thomas Davis.
"Some people think the records will
go to progressive radio and remain
underground dance club Music, but
with the amount of money that Pow
Wow budgeted for distribution, we
could easily become Top Forty,"
said Thomas Davis.
"We attract a unique audience,"
said Pete Davis.
The I2-inch single will contain a
dub-mixed extended version of the
song "Traction," a shorter radio
version of "Ttaction," and the song
"Blacklight," said Pete Davis.
The songs on the 7-inch singles are
"Traction" and "Blacklight" said
lbm Davis. The new records should
be released to the public during the
fint week of October.
Steven Watkins, lead vocalist. said,
unique audience
"The music has an urbanized alp,
fluence, a synthesized dance beat."
Ampersand played the records for
several million people at the Area and
Palladium clubs in New York.
"It was the neatest thing to have a
famous DJ playing our songs and to
see millions of people responding to
us," said Watkins.
He said that he doesn't want to get
too excited until he sees the records
in stores.
When asked of his feelings on the
new releases Tom Davis said, "It was
a relief. I've been working on the pro-ject pretty much on my own for four
years now and it is exciting to find so-
meone who will finally pay to have it
distributed."
He said the band played this sum-
mer in numerous clubs around
Washington D.C., Virginia, and
Maryland before being discovered in
the Tracks Club of Washington D.C.
"Pete was playing keyboards at the
time for the band and he had more
to do with the band getting publish-
ed then anything. I'm real ,proud of -•r-
him," said Bennett.
Watkins said, 'Tom was really the.
one who arrant. I everything. He is
a genius."
The records were cut in March and
Ampersand's members worked up to40 hours in the studio mixing theit
sounds to perfection, said Watkins.
Tom Davis said, "I expect the
record to do much better in Europe.then here, it is so much easier for
new band to break in Met seas."
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Settlement a
beneficial bonus
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) —
Former workers at the C.F.
hathaway Cos shirt-
manufacturing plants in Waterville
and Dover-Foxcroft are eligible for
extra unemployment benefits and
help in finding new jobs, Maine
Labor Commissioner Patricia
McDonough said Wednesday.
It brings to 10,000 the number
of Maine workers have been found
eligible for special benefits under
the Federal trade Act of 1974.
Fifty-four plants in the state have
been affected by imports since
1983, said McDonough.
She added that about 140 laid-
off Hathaway employees will be
eligible for the special benefits and
assistance, which include job-
search help and training, reloca-
tion allowances and extra weeks of
unemployment benefits.
Brennan gets
reprimand by note
AUGUSTA. Maine (AP) —
House Minority Leader Thomas
W. Murphy Jr. released a sharply
worded letter addressed to Gov.
Joseph E. Brennan on Thursday,
blasting the Democratic state ex-
ecutive for inaction on a $200
million upward revision in
estimates of the Maine State
Retirement System's SI-billion-plus
unfunded liability.
The upward revision, attributed
to miscalculations made over a
mberisois byf ,ears, was duesrpchri)be d Ras",r
nnebunk, who criticized Bren-
for ignoring the matter while
• ou played congressional
Imes" in urging system trustees
divest holdings linked to South
rica.
. Brennan's press secretary, David
heever, referred the Associated
Press to Finance Commissioner  
ney Scribner, saying, "Why
uld the governor dignify those
'rids of charges with a personal
ponse?"
Pray for the
judging of texts
GREENVILLE. Tenn. (AP) —
Arguments ended Wednesday in a
lawsuit over Tennessee's textbooks
t pits seven fundamentalist
'lies against public school cur-
ium, with one parent asking
ristians to pray for the federal
ge who must decide the case.
"I encourage Christians
everywhere • to hold Judge
homes) Hull up in their
yen," Vicki Frost said on the
courthouse steps after clos-
arguments by attorneys for the
ilies and the Hawkins County
school board.
Mrs. Frost and 13 other parents
e objected to the pacifist,
gic,, feminist and other anti-
Christian themes they said they
und in the 1983 Holt, Rinehart,
inston readers.
NEWS BRIEFS
The parents, demanding a
religiously acceptable alternative
book, do not want their children
reading Shakespeare or stories
such as "The Wizard of Oz" and
"The Diary of Anne Frank" in the
context of the Holt readers.
Closing door
was admonished
By the Associated Press
The Department of Housing
and Urban Develpment's closing
of its Bangor office has come
under criticism from the General
Accounting Office.
HUD closed the office in July to
save money, but Sens. William S.
Cohen and George J. Mitchell say
the GAO has concluded that the
housing agency used "questionable
criteria" in justifying the closing.
The GAO found that HUD had
overstated the cost savings that
would result from the closing, and
it said the move had resulted in a
backlog of pending cases that is
getting worse each day.
The senators protested the deci-
sion in July, and they now say they
will block confirmation of Presi-
dent Reagan's choice to head the
Federal Housing Authority.
They said Wednesday the GAO
report confirms that closing the
Bangor office was "extremely ill-
advised" and disrupted service to
people seeking F.FIA mortgages.
Trespasser is
convicted sitter
PRESQUE ISLE, Maine (AP)
— A Linneus man was found guil-
tyWednesday in District Court of
criminal trespass for his refusal to
leave U.S. Rep. Olympia Snowes
office while objecting to her stance
on aid to Nicaraguan rebels.
Hartley Armen, ;39, said he
planned to appeal Judge Julian W.
Mortices verdict. Armen was
sentenced to perform 16 hours of
community labor in the Houlton
area. 
-
Armen was arrested July 7 for
refusing to leave Mrs. Snowes
regional office in Presque Isle. He
had attempted to meet with the
congresswoman on behalf of the
Maine Coalition for Peace and
Justice in Central America.
Harvard lecturer
reads child porn
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) —
Harvard University has declined to
renew the contract of a lecturer
who pleaded guilty to a charge of
obtaining Dutch child por-
nography magazines through the
mail.
But Professor Alfred Guzzetti,
chairman of the Department of
Visual and Environmental Studies,
said the case had no bearing on the
decision involving lecturer Stephen
Eagle, 10, of Cambridge. Guzzetti
said Eagle's two-year contract had
expired.
Eagle was accused under the
1984 Child Protection Act of
receiving magazines with sexually
explicit photographs of juveniles
and adults and was sentenced Sept.
5 to a suspended five-year term.
Eagle taught a filmmaking
course last fall and went on
salaried leave in the spring
semester
Eagle was not at his office
Thursday for comment, said the
person who answered the
telephone. His attorney, Richard
Fox, said he believed Eagle's con-
tract should have been renewed
because he was a popular teacher.
HOMECOMING QUEEN
CONTEST
Applications Are Due Today
and can be picked up at
the Student Government or the
Student Activities office in the
41
41
Memorial Union.
Sponsored by the Senior Skull Society
Fraternity/Sorority Greek Week will begin on Monday, Sept.
29 through October 5th. The following is the schedule of events:
MON. TUES. WED. THUR. SAT. SUN.
Ed King. na-
tionally known
speaker, will
speak on
Secrets of
Rituals at 7:30
p.m. in the Per-
forming Arts
Center There
will be a mini-
workshop
following for of-
ficers of all
Fraternity and
Sororities •
MANDATORY
for all HOUSES
.ALL
BROTHERS- at.
tendance will
be taken.
GREEK SING.
7:00 p.m.. in the
pit.
BLOOD DRIVE,
10:00 a.m.-8:00
p.m.. in the pit.
GREEK NIGHT,
at the Oronoka
with Sound
Trac.
Be active in this semester's Greek Week! Gain poin
Questions, contact Fraternity Board. Tel. 581-1784.
GREEK CAR
PARADE.
GREEK GAMES.
AND GREEK
FORMAL at the
Bangor Civic
Center. buses
will be running.
tickets on sale
in Union star-
ting Mon., Sept
22.
ts, win first p
'BALL ON THE
MALL' - 4 Band
Concerts
(Presented by
UMFB. Panhel
IDB. OCR
SEA)
lace. Any
S.
cel
10 - The Daily Maine Campus. Fridaj September 16, 1986.
Mother says no visits, Dad may have AIDS
CHICAGO (AP) — A woman who
opposes allowing her two daughters to
make overnight visits to their divorced
homosexual father on Wednesday
dropped her request that a court order
him to take an AIDS test.
The woman, who has been identified
only as Susan Doe, continued to object
to overnight visits by her daughters on
the grounds that such visits would en-
danger their "physical, mental, moral
and emotional health."
But in a surprise move, her attorney,
Patrick Mc-Gann, told c ook County Cir-z-
Reagan gives Acadia
permanent boundaries
—By the Associated Press
President Reagan on Thursday signed
into law a plan to establish a permanent
boundary for Acadia National Park to
protect the Park from development
pressures and to prevent loss of tax
revenue to towns.
"After 20 stormy years of conflict.
negotiation, and compromise a plan has
become law which offers significant pro-
tection to both the park and surrounding
towns," said Sen. William S. Cohen.
Since the park was established in 1904.
its charter has permitted the acquisition
of new land only by donation. The park
cannot purchase new parcels nor aquire
them by eminent domain.
The result is a fragmented, jigsaw -
puzzle of a park that is without parcels
that are considered crucial to its
character.
Cohen and Sen. George J. Mitchell
also noted that donations of land have
deprived towns of a substantial amount
of tax revenue ble,cause donated land
becomes tax-exert-ix.
The measure that Reagan signed
would add 1,300 acres to the park's
boundary and compensate neighboring
town's almost SI million in lieu of lost
properly taxes.
"The spectacular beauty of Acadia
National Park is treasured by the casual
visitor and the professional conserva-
tionist," said Cohen. "This law will
help preserve the sanctity of the park for
generations to come."
------ The Hair Hut
Unisex Hairstyling
and
Tropical Sun I & II
Tanning Salon
SEPTEMBER SPECIALS
Hairstyling:
Hair Cuts:
Sc off alt perm.. and highlighting - regular 535
includes cut and st,ling
52 off, regularl:i Sit for ladies, 59 for men
Tanning: 3 visits for 510, I %seek unlimited visits for S15
ii visi per da,
Facial Waning
Manicures
Ear Piercing
5.1S6 & MASTERCARD
38 Main Si.
Orono, Me.
866-79/6
47 Main Rd.
Milford, Me.
2 mile from renter
of Old Toot'
8274723
GREEK FORMAL
October 4
9 'p.m. - 1 a.m.
Bangor Civic Center
with
Karen Nason Band
Tickets $5 a couple, on sale starting
Monday, Sept. 22, in thg Memorial Union.
cuit Judge Howard Kaufman: "We now
believe that the antibody test is not
reliable...He will not be asked to undergo
that test."
Medical experts have said the presence
of antibodies to the AIDS virus, caused
by exposure to the virus, in the
bloodstream does not necessarily mean
a person will develop AIDS.
But McGann said that even without
the test, the father, identified only as
John Doe, should not be allowed over-
night visits by his daughters, ages 9 and
Most medical experts say there is no
medical evidence that AIDS can be
passed through casual or family contact.
The disease devastates a body's defenses
against disease, leaving a person prey to
Fire in Bar
damages re
BAR HARBOR, Maine (API —
stubborn fire damaged a restaurant and
threatened other businesses in this resort
town Wednesday.
Part of Cottage Street was blocked off
for three hours while volunteer
firefighters battled to control the flames
that caused extensive damage to the
Brick Oven Restaurant.
No injuries were reported in the fire,
which was reported at 4:32 p.m., accor-
ding to Fire Chief Royal "Butch" Hig-
other life-threatening infections and cer-
tain cancers.
But McGann said there was no
guarantee the two girls could not con-
tract AIDS through casual contact with
their father. He argued that experts have
been unable to determine the source of
the disease in about 5 percent of known
cases.
A motion filed by McGann to deny
overnight visitation rights claimed John
Doe has "infected at least one sexual
partner" with the virus that causes ac-
quired.immune deficiency syndrome.
John\roe has repeatedly denied infec-
ting any, of his sexual partners, said Ben-
jamin Schatz. an attorney with the San
Francisco-based National Gay Rights
Advocates, which is providing legal
assistance for the father.
Harbor
staurant
gins. He said firefighters arrived to find
the back of the restaurant in flames.
Adler's, an adjacent clothing store,
sustained frre damage to the third floor
and water damage to a second-floor
apartment, Higgins said. Douglas
Bakery, on the opposite side of the
restaurant, was not damaged.
Higgins said he was not sure how or
where the fire began. A state fire inspec-
tor was called in to help with the
investigation.
gateway to Lotufon and 'Beyond •
ITHACA COLLEGE
London Center
111 SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
• ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT
III BRITISH FACULTY
Learn about British and European
cultures through courses in
literature, history, business, music
sociology. communications,
politics, and much more Special
program offered in Drama
Internships available to qualified
students in international business.
social services. communications,
political science, and economics
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ED KING
Nationally Known Speaker
-on
Secret Thouohts On Rituals •
Monday, September 29 at 7:30 pm
in the
new Performing Arts Center
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Sports
BU beats Maine 26-23
by R. Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer
The University of Maine football team
came up against some tough breaks and
a tough Boston University team Thurs-
day evening, falling victim to the Terriers
by a 26-23 margin.
The Black Bears, whose record falls to
3-I overall and 1-1 in the Yankee Con-
ference, missed two field goals, an extra
point, two fumbles and had two passes
intercepted in addition to having a safe-
ty scored against them.
BU, 1-3 overall, kept their game plan
simple: take advantage of the Maine er-
rors and let quarterback Pat Mancini
and running back Randy Pettus,go to
work. t.
It was Mancini who engineered the
Terrier's first touchdown drive just
minutes into the third quarter.
Following a fumble by Black Bear Jim
Fox on the second half kickoff, Mancini
directed BU 25 yards on three quick
plays, with Pettus scooting over from
nine yards out for the capper, to give the
Terriers a 13-10 lead.
The TD changed the contest's
momentum and Maine appeared unable
to get their offense into gear. despite
overpowering BU for most of the first
half.
When the Black Bears finally got go-
ing late in the third quarter, BU defen-
sive back Kes in Pigott put a crimp in
their plans by stepping in front of Bob-
byAVilder pass, originally intended for
Steve Roth, and galloping 30 yards into
the end zone to put Boston up by 10.
Maine continued td stumble offensive-
ly well into the fourth stanza and the Ter-
riers responded by taking over and mew-
ing the ball close enough for Dab Green
to kick a 47-yard field/0a' and give BU
a 23-10 lead.
The Black Bears weren't out of it,
though. After the two teams exchanged
possessions, Wilder marched Maine 49
yards and cappea the drive off with a
10-yard touchdown`Rass to Roth in the
back of the end zone to pull the Black
Bears back within six.
Following the Maine kickoff, Mancini
was s ictimized by a Stu Pelkey intercep-
tion and the Black Bears looked to be
excellent position to make a comeback
But it wasn't to bc as fullback Mil,.
Walsh fumbled on the next play and Ill'
was only too happy to regain possession.
Maine was unable to get the ball back
until the 12:40 mark of the final quarter,
and was again victimized by an intercep-
tion, this time at the hands of Jack
Reybold.
BU was-unable to convert the miscue
into a touchdown, though, and settled
for another field goal to go up 26-17.
Maine had one last gasp of breath left
in them. After Fox brought the BU
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE
•
American Heart
Association
kickoff out to the 42-yard line, Wilder
set up for what was probably the Black
Bears last chance.
On a second-down-and-nine call,
Wilder rolled to his left, avoided several
Terrier defenders, and heaved a long pass
downfield to Sergio Hebra, who was
near the Boston 5
-yard line.
The ball was deflected by one of the
two BU defensive backs covering Hebra
and into the hands of the Maine wide
receiver as he fell to the ground.
Three plays later Wilder found Hebra
in the end zone to make it a 26-23 game
with 42 seconds remaining.
But on the ensuing onsides kickoff,
Peter Borjestedt was unable to get
enough bounce on the ball to give the
Black Bears a shot at a recovery and BU
was able to hold on for the victory.
Golf team goes to Hasson
by Kevin Sjoberg
Staff Writer
Coming off a victory in the Mid-
dlebury Invitational Tournament in
Vermont last weekend, the Universi-
ty of Maine golf team hopes to make
it two in a row when they participate
in the Husson Invitational Friday and
Saturday.
The Husson tourney, played at the
Hermon Meadow Golf Club, will
feature a number of squads from
throughout the state including Bates
College, the University of Maine at
Farmington, Husson College, St.
Joseph's College, and Thomas
College.
This is the first year that Husson
has hosted such a tournament. "We
had a -lot of cooperation with Art
Guesman in getting this tourney roll-
ing." Husson golf coach Tom
Largay said. "Next year, we plan on
having it again, maybe playing one
round at Hermon Meadows and the
second round at the Penobscot Valley
Country Club."
A total of nine teams will par-
ticipate in this weekend's action.
This past weekend, Maine defend-
ed their championship in the Mid-
dlebury (Vt.) Invitational, edging out
Skidmore (N.Y.) College by five
strokes in the two-day event.
Maine coach Art Guesman was
very pleased with the team's effort
despite the "horrible playing condi-
tions."
(see GOLF page 12)
Saturday, October 4 at 8:00 p.m.
Hutchins Concert Hall - Maine Center for the Arts
University of Maine, Orono
Admission is FREE, but by ticket only
Tickets available at the box office daily, 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Telephone: 581-1755
Of
Contact Gordon Clapp Travel Services, Memorial Union,
U. of Maine, Orono, 581-1400 or at 84 Harlow St., Bangor,
947-6776 or Maine toll free - 1-800-392-5000
A Special Photo-Travel Show Co-Sponsored By
Maine Center for the Arts
and Gordon Clapp Travel Services, Memorial Union
12 The Daily ,l,fame Campus. frulaY, September 26, 1986.
UMaine soccer team ready for BU
by Charlie Dyer
Staff Writer
At the beginning of the season, the
Maine soccer team's goal was to improve
on last year's 12-6 record. So far, they
seem to be on their way. At 3-1-1
Maine is well on their way, coming off
a hard fought 2-1 overtime victory
against Thomas College.
Standing in the way of Maine's fourth
victory is a very impressive Boston
University squad. The Terriers are
masterminded by Head Coach Neil
Roberts. Last year Roberts led his team
to a 14-4-1 mark, and since no one from
last year's squad was lost to graduation.
BU can expect a very promising season,
according to Assistant Coach Steve
Clark.
"Generally, our goals for the season
are to be competitive and build on the
success of last season," he said.
Clark has to be pleased with the
results so far. Powerful teams such as the
University of Connecticut, Marquette
University, and the University of
Milwaukee have all been victims of the
Terrier's 6-0-1 record. .
Apparently, someone has noticed
these accomplishments. The Terriers are
ranked in the top slot among New
England squads and are rated as the
sixth-best team in the nation.
Roberts' roster looks more like a
United Nations seminar than an
American soccer team. Nigeria,
England, Ireland, and Norway have
representatives on the pitch.
Some Terriers to watch include last
year's leading scorer, Michael Emenallo.
The Nigerian sophomore connected 14
times in 1985.
Nigeria's second representative is a
at the York Cafe
9:30 p.m. - 1:00-a:M
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Themost exciting 
fewhours
you'llspend allweek.
Run. Climb. Rappel. Navigate. 1.ead.
And develop the confidence and
skills you won't get from a textbook.
Enroll in Army ROTC
as one of your electies. Get the facts
today. BE A1.1.101. CAN BE.
0
For more information call Captain Rice-
at '581-1125
AtIMY RESERVE-OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS -
junior sweeper-fullback, Ben Okaroh. At
midfield look for an American, Gary
Swanson. The senior from Connecticut
will provide an excellent link from of-
fense to defense.
John Moe will secure the nets for
Saturday's match. Last year the
Norweigan goalkeeper set a school
record with an 0.58 goals against
average.
Will the Black Bears be able to com-
pete with this deadly Terrier squad?
Maine Assistant Coach Barry Roberts
is both optimistic and realistic about the
Black Bears' chances.
"BU has a strong team year in and
year out, but if we didn't think we could
beat them we wouldn't put them on our
schedule," he said.
Key Maine players include Leon
Pierce, a junior midfielder from Garden
City, New Jersey.
°Golf
tcontinued 'from page 111
"The team played up to its poten-
tial, especially with the dreadful
weather involved," Guesman said.
"Overall, it was a good tournament,
and real good to get back on
track."
Senio?captain John Hickson was
Maine's top golfer, placing third
overall with a combined score of 153
for the two rounds.
Freshman Steve Weiler finished
with a two round total of 157 and
senior James Ranco chipped in with
a score of 160 to lead the Bears,
Guesman was especially pleased
with the efforts of the two freshmen.
Weiler and Sean Clark, who registered
a two round total of 162.
— "They had great tournaments.
They aren't letting the pressure bother
them," said Guesman. "And as
they get more Ozperience, they will on-
ly-set better."
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Attention Spring 1987
Student Teachers
The deadline for application to do
student teaching during spring 1987
is October 1, 1986. Forms are
available at 135 Shibles.
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General Student
Senate
Elections will be held this week onThurs-
day, September 25th. On campus, graduate
students, fraternity members, and Col-
vin/Estabrooke Hall residents may vote in the
Memorial Union.
Dormitory residents may vote in dinning
commons during lunch/dinner hours.
Voting will be in the Memorial Union bet-
ween the hours of 9:00 am and 5:00 pm.
"Get out and
support
your
candidate"
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by Marc Lari
Staff Writer
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